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Designs
There are five unique butterfly memorials available each selected specifically for their distinct
structure and feature characteristics (view photos below):

Monareh - One of the most recognized butterflies In the country, the monarch can be found
throughout the United States and southern Canada.

$wallsyutail - Known for their bright colors and unique tails, there are forty species of
swallowtail butterflies in North America.

Admiral_- Easily identified by the distinct bands traversing its wings.

Hpau_t}r - Exhibits a subtle pattern of veining, with highly detailed markings along the edges of
tHffi"ss.

Tiger - Features a characteristic striping pattern across its wings.

Each of these designs is approximately 5" to 6" in size.

Monarch
Shown in Black

Admiral
Shown in lndigo Blue Tiger

Shown in Cardinal Red

Swallowtail
Shown in Cardinal Red

Beauty
Shown in Juneberry

COLD SPRING MEMORIAL GROUP
A division of Cold Spring Granite@

The butterfly memorials are available in any of our standard colors, as well as our premium colors. We
are also introducing three new colors that are available for the butterfly memorials only: Indigo Blue,
Cardinal Red and Juneberry.'All colors, except forAntique, are available in a matte or glossy finish.
The antique color will have a matte finish.

Memorial Options
Butterfly memorials may be used for a variety of applications. They may be sold for placement in a
cemetery or as a take-home memorial. They can be mounted on granite boulders in a back to nature
garden or memorial garden. Alternatively, a butterfly can be attached to a stake to be placed in a
garden. They can also be used as recognition plaques on a donor wall. Please contact Customer
Care for details at800-328-2312.
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Cold Spring Memorial Group introduces its
new bronze butterflies! The perfect
additions to our cremati#ffi *?!eff?orlal
pr*dar*ts, five innovative designs help
families to uniquely honor the memory of
their loved ones.

There is a powerful symbolism associated
with a butterfly. The butterfly is seen as a
symbol of transformation, of resurrection
and celebration. Many religions view the
butterfly as a symbol of the soul, and other
cultures see the butterfly as a sign of good
luck, beauty and honor.

With this new memorial option, we're
incorporating a beautiful and meaningful
image with a final timeless tribute to a
family's loved one.
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For more information, please visit
www"c*ldspri ngg rar: it*.e*r?! or contact
your representative at S*S-3*S -egt?.
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1-6 x 1-4 x 2-0 boulder with 14 butterflies
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